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A Brownian dynamics algorithm is developed for simulating many-body effects in one 
dimensional competitive reversible binding of otherwise noninteracting particles. It allows time 
steps hundreds of times larger than in conventional lattice random walks and enables us to 
simulate systems which are sufficiently large to approach the thermodynamic limit. The 
asymptotic long-time behavior is compared with mean-field predictions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years there has been growing interest in the 
many-body aspects of reversible bimolecular reactions in 
solution. This includes theoretical work,‘-12 computer sim- 
ulations,‘376’14 and experimental investigations of excimer 
formation3~4~‘5-19 and excited-state proton-transfer to 
solvent. 20*21 The simplified pseudounimolecular case of a 
static, reversible, single-particle binding site with many dif- 
fusing particles has been termed “competitive reversible 
binding.“t3 

Considerable attention has been focused on the long 
time approach to equilibrium, which is most strongly in- 
fluenced by the many-body nature of the reaction. In the 
limit of infinite dilution of the diffusing particles one has a 
geminate pair whose binding probability decays as a power 
law, Atma, with time.22 The power a is d/2, where d is 
the spatial dimensionality. This agrees well with geminate 
proton-transfer to solvent experiments.23 Based on a mean- 
field-like approximation,’ the asymptotic behavior has been 
extended by Szabo7 to the finite concentration case. The 
same concentration-independent power is predicted only 
with a modified preexponent. Random-walk simulations in 
one dimension’3’6 have produced a of approximately 0.5. 
In contrast, experimental results of Huppert and co- 
workers20r21 suggest a concentration-dependent power. The 
experiments involve ions (protons and a highly charged 
base), unlike the simplified situation of noninteracting par- 
ticles treated by theory and simulations. This apparent 
contradiction suggests that more extensive simulations are 
needed to check the mean-field asymptotics over a wider 
range of parameters. 

Previous simulations,13’6 although showing approxi- 
mately the theoretical asymptotic slope, were actually quite 
far from the thermodynamic limit of an infinitely large 
system for the high concentration case. In finite systems, 
the asymptotic decay is inevitably governed by the lowest 
eigenvalue and is, hence, exponential. Only when the sys- 
tem is sufficiently large does one expect to see a pro- 
nounced power-law regime preceding the ultimate expo- 
nential decay. The test for approaching this limit is not 
only in obtaining the correct power, but also in the value of 
the theoretical preexponent. This has not been checked in 
previous simulations. A comprehensive investigation of the 
asymptotic behavior requires larger systems, hence, more 

particles, whose diffusive motion need be propagated over 
much longer time intervals. 

The extended calculations, even in one dimension, be- 
come quite unpractical using lattice-random-walk meth- 
ods. In these simulations, particles are moved at random 
between closely spaced grid points. The time step is neces- 
sarily small, making it difficult to simulate the long-time 
behavior. We have developed a many-body Brownian dy- 
namics algorithm which allows us to reach the asymptotic 
regime with much larger time steps, speeding the calcula- 
tion by more than 2 orders of magnitude. This renders 
previously undoable calculations practical. 

Brownian dynamics methods have been developed by 
Ermak and McCammon,24 Lamm and Schulten,25-27 
Northrup et al. ,28 and others. The algorithm has been ap- 
plied extensively to biophysical problems such as substrate 
diffusion to an active site in an enzyme,29-31 where it can 
deal effectively with the irregular shape of the enzyme in 
three dimensions but not, to the best of our knowledge, to 
many-body problems or to reversible reactions. The large 
speed-up factors in the algorithm stem from the incorpo- 
ration of analytical solutions into the simulation. A ran- 
domly selected particle is moved by picking a random 
number from the probability distribution representing the 
analytical solution 32,22 of one-particle diffusion in the pres- 
ence of a reversible trap. Thus particle motions are as- 
sumed to be decoupled during the finite time step, so that 
a single particle may be moved a finite distance while the 
coordinates of the others remain fixed. 

This paper is structured as follows. First we review the 
exact hierarchy of diffusive equations depicting competitive 
reversible binding. I2 The exact N-particle equations are 
equivalent to diffusion in N dimensions, which can be 
solved directly (by propagating the partial differential 
equation in time) for small N. This “direct propagation” 
method, which serves as a reference against which the 
Brownian dynamic results are compared, is described in 
Sec. III. Next, the construction of the Brownian dynamics 
algorithm for competitive reversible binding is discussed. 
Finally, we apply the computerized algorithm for investi- 
gating the binding probability and its approach to equilib- 
rium as a function of system size and particle concentra- 
tion. 
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II. THE MANY-PARTICLE EQUATIONS 

Let US consider N identical, noninteracting point par- 
ticles diffusing on a line segment of length L, with a re- 
versible trap located at the origin (x=0) and a reflective 
boundary imposed at x= L. Hence, the particle concentra- 
tion is csN/L. The trap can bind at most one particle, 
which is the case of “competitive binding.” Since the in- 
terparticle potential vanishes by assumption, correlations 
between particles are only introduced at the left boundary 
which becomes reflective if a particle is already bound. If a 
particle is not bound, trapping may occur with the recom- 
bination rate coefficients K~. A bound particle may in turn 
dissociate from the trap to x=0 with the rate coefficient Kd. 

The N-particle, time (t) dependent probability density 
function will be denoted byp,(x,, x2,..., XN, t), where xi is 
the distance of the ith particle from the origin. Xi may 
assume any value between 0 and L. In addition, the xi may 
assume one discrete value representing a bound particle 
and denoted by an asterisk. Thus PN(*, x2,..., XN) iS the 
probability density for diffusing particles 2,...,N given that 
particle 1 is bound. It has units of l/xN-‘, whereas 
PN(X,, x2,-*, XN, t) has units of l/??. 

Of particular interest iS the survival probability, sN( t), 
which is the probability that no particle is bound. It is 
defined in terms of the N-particle density by 

L 
s,,,(t)= *-’ 

s I 

L 

0 
o PN(x,,...,XN,t)dX,‘*‘dXN. (2.1) 

Alternately, one may consider the probability, qN(t), of 
having exactly one out of the N particles bound. It is given 
by summing over all single binding configurations 

qN(t)= L “- 
s s 0 ,” [PN( *,X2 ,..., XN,t)dX2”‘dXN 

+“‘+PN(X1,..., *,t)dxl”*dXN-11. (2.2a) 

When all N particles start from the same initial condition, 
for example when all are initially uniformly distributed, the 
N terms in Eq. (2.2a) become identical so that 

qN(tluni) ’ 
L 

s s 

L 
=N . . . 

0 
o pN(*,X2 ,..., xN, tluni)dx,***dX,. 

(2.2b) 

We adopt the notation of specifying the initial condition 
(when relevant) to the right of the vertical line. Since, for 
competitive binding, either zero or one particles are bound, 
the above quantities are connected by 

s,(t) = 1 -q&‘(t). (2.3) 

The many-particle density functions must obey the above 
normalization condition. 

The basic equation governing the time evolution of 
these density functions” is a N-particle diffusion equation 

N 

aPN(x, ,..., xN, d/at= & -%PN(+-, XN, t), (2.4) 

where g is the diffusion operator for particle i. In one 
dimension and in the absence of an interaction potential 
and for a constant diffusion coefficient, this is simply the 
Laplacian operator 

2+~a~/axf. (2.5) 

Equation (2.4) is subject to outer and inner boundary 
conditions. The outer boundary conditions are reflective 

dpN(+--, XN, t)/dxiIxj=L=O, i=l,..., N, (2.6) 

while the inner boundary conditions depict back-reaction 
in each and every coordinate32 

%N(Xl ,-., xi,***, XN, t)/a-$I xi=0 

=KrP~(X, ,..., Cl, . . . . XN,  t) -KdpN(Xl,..., *,..., XN,  t). 

(2.7) 

The density function given that particle i is bound obeys a 
diffusion equation in the remaining coordinates. In addi- 
tion, it may increase or decrease due 
sociation of particle i. Therefore, 

to association or dis- 

= jjE l ~PN(XI,...~*,..., XN, t) 

+KrpNbl,--, a9-.9 XN, t) -KdpN(X19-e,*,-e9 XN, 1). 

(2.8) 

The term involving p,+t,..., a,..., xN,t) COUpkS the solu- 
tions of Eqs. (2.4) and (2.8). Equation (2.8) is again sub- 
ject to boundary conditions, which are now reflective at 
both ends: 

%Nbl ,-.?*,-t XN, t)/axj 1 xi=O, L=O, j#i. (2.9) 

Therefore, binding of a second particle is prevented. One 
may checkI that the solution of these equations indeed 
obeys the normalization condition (2.3). 

Ill. THE DIRECT PROPAGATION METHOD 

In a numerical propagation” of the partial differential 
equations defined in Sec. II, the spatial coordinates are 
discretized so that the diffusive hierarchy is converted into 
a master equation of transition probabilities obeying de- 
tailed balancing. These equations are exemplified for N = 2. 
The index i describes the location of the first particle and 
assumes the values O,l,..., L, where i= 0 denotes the bound 
state *. The second particle is described by the index j 
assuming analogous values. The grid spacing is Ax in both 
coordinates and one denotes & D/Ax2 and I~*=K,./ 

Ax. pi, j( t) is the appropriately discretized density 
p2(xl ,x2,t). It is normalized such that 

i Pi,jCt)=l 
i, j=O 

(3.1) 

at all times. The binding probability is given by 
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q2(t) = i, Pi,o(t) + 5 j=lPo~At) 
po,o(t) =o. (3.3) 

This depicts the impossibility of having two particles si- 
L multaneously bound. 

=l- 2 Pi,j(t)=l--Sz(t)* (3.2) The pi, j’s obey master equations, which are given be- 
i,j=l low for all possible values of the index j. Similar equations 

Note that po,o(t) is not included in the last summation, hold for the analogous values of i. First, consider the free 
since for competitive binding it necessarily vanishes: (unbound) state, which obeys 

i 

D(Pi-i, j+Pi+i, j+Pi, j-I+Pi, j+*-APi, j), 2< 6 j< L-19 
dP,j(t)/dt= D(Pi-i,j+Pi+i,j+Pi,j-1-3Pi,j), j=L, 2(i< L-l (3.4a) 

D(Pi-i, j+Pi, j-le2Pi, j), i, j=L. 

Note that the case j= L corresponds to a reflecting boundary condition. Next, consider the reversible binding process at 
the contact distance (j = 1 ), where one has 

B(Pi-i, j+Pi+i, j+Pi, j+l)fKdPi, j-l-(3D++r)pi, j, j=l, 2(i<L-1 
dPi,j(t)/dt= D(Pi+i,j+Pi,j+I)fKd(Pi,j-l+Pi-~,j)-2(D+~~)Pi,jr Cj=l, 

I ~.@i-i,j+Pi,j+l)+Kdpi,j-l-(2D+17,)pi,j, j=l, i=L. 

Finally, for the bound state (j =O) one has 

(3.4b) 

[b(Pi-i, j+Pi+i, j) +rT,Pi, j+l-(2B’+Kd)pi, j, j=o, 2< i <L-l, 

dPi,j(t)/dt= fPi+i, j+zrPi, j+l-(u+Kd)Pi, j, 

DPi-i,j+r7,Pi,j+l-(D+Kd)Pi,j, 

Note how the inaccessibility of the 0,O state is incorpo- 
rated into the equation for j = 0 and i= 1. To these equa- 
tions one should add all cases with the indices i and j 
interchanged. 

The above equations are solved for an initially free trap 
and a uniform distribution of the two particles. This initial 
distribution is 

pi,j(O IUIli)=1/L2, l< i, j< L (3.5) 

and zero otherwise. 
The master equations can be summarized in a tensor 

form 

dp(t>/dt=Mp(t), (3.6) 

where p is the matrix of probabilities pi, j( t) and M  the 
tensor of transition probabilities. The formal solution is 

p(t) =exp(tMMO). (3.7) 

In the Chebyshev propagation method, previously applied 
for the geminate case (N = 1) ,33 the exponent is expanded 
in a Chebyshev series which converges uniformly over a 
whole interval. Scaling the eigenvalues of M  to the size of 
this interval allows an arbitrarily large time step to be 
taken. 

This algorithm has been coded for 1, 2 and 3 
particles. I2 The Fortran code is available by anonymous 
FTP from batata. fh. hu j i. ac . il from the di- 
rectory agmon/direct. The larger N, the more spe- 
cial cases need be considered at the boundary of the 
N-dimensional cube. In addition, several copies of the dis- 
cretized density at all grid points have to be stored in mem- 

j=O, i=l, (3.4-c) 
j=O, , i=L. 

I 

ory. This presently limits the direct propagation method to 
three particle dynamics. In these cases, however, the 
method is superior to stochastic trajectory simulations, as 
it produces the many-particle density in one run without 
any statistical noise. We use direct propagation for check- 
ing the convergence of the Brownian dynamics algorithm 
described later. 

IV. BROWNIAN DYNAMICS 

The Brownian dynamics algorithm described is an ex- 
tension of single particle Brownian dynamics algo- 
rithms2”31 to many particles with a reversible boundary 
condition. Our goal in developing the algorithm is the 
achievement of significant speed-up factors compared to 
conventional Monte-Carlo algorithms due to the possibility 
of taking large time steps. In the following we describe the 
basic principles of the method as well as some technical 
details. The Fortran code itself is available by anonymous 
FTP from batata. fh. hu j i. ac. il from the di- 
rectory agmon/brown . 
A. Basic principles 

The underlying assumption behind the many-body ap- 
plication of Brownian dynamics is the separation of time 
scales between the Brownian motion of a single particle 
(fast) and the onset of particle-particle correlations 
(slow), induced by the single-particle capacity of the re- 
versible trap. Therefore we choose one particle at random 
and propagate its motion over a finite time interval, At, 
assuming that during this time the remaining N- 1 parti- 
cles are immobile. This procedure is repeated N times. 
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Thus the many-body motion is reduced to single-particle 
dynamics over !inite time intervals. The assumption of 
noninteracting particles (no potential interactions and no 
excluded-volume interactions) reduces the single-particle 
dynamics to free diffusion in the presence of a reversible 
boundary at x= 0 and a reflective boundary at x= L. The 
left boundary becomes reflective whenever a particle is 
bound. 

The single-particle diffusion further simplifies because 
over a small time interval At, a particle feels only the in- 
fluence of the closest boundary, if any.26 Thus, if it is far 
away from both ends of the interval, it moves by unre- 
stricted diffusion. Then the endpoint of a trajectory is de- 
termined by selecting a random number from a Gaussian 
distribution of width m. Efficient numerical algo- 
rithms for generating Gaussian random numbers are avail- 
able (see Ref. 34, Sec. 7.2). If the particle is close to a 
reflecting boundary, the endpoint of its trajectory is deter- 
mined by the same Gaussian algorithm with the modifica- 
tion26 that a particle that crosses the boundary is reflected 
back into the interval [0, L]. This procedure is a simple 
consequence of the method of images (see Ref. 35, Chap. 
1.21. Parenthetically, we remark that an analogous proce- 
dure can be applied to an absorptive boundary, with the 
additional modification that every trajectory is assigned a 
sign which is inverted upon each boundary crossing. A 
particle reflected an odd number of times from an absorb- 
ing boundary is treated as an “antiparticle” which annihi- 
lates a “particle” in the evaluation of the survival proba- 
bility. Although we have tested this procedure and found it 
exact, it is not utilized in the present algorithm. 

Whenever a particle is bound to the trap, the left 
boundary becomes reflective and can be treated by the 
same algorithm. Since the treatment of a reflective bound- 
ary is no more complicated than that of no boundary at all 
(namely, unrestricted diffusion), we assume two reflective 

I 

boundaries in all cases where the effect of the reversible 
boundary may be neglected. These are the easily computed 
cases in the algorithm. They include the case when the 
randomly chosen particle is unbound and either another 
particle is bound to the trap or else no particle is bound but 
the chosen particle is located at x>x,, where x,, is the 
“radius of influence” of the reversible trap. Evidently, x,, 
depends on the time step At, see the following. 

The difficult (and time consuming) cases to treat are 
those where the randomly chosen particle is either bound 
or unbound but at a distance x0 <x,, from the trap. In 
these cases we utilize the exact analytical solution for dif- 
fusion with back reaction on a semi-infinite line.32*22 For 
a particle which is initially bound the single-particle den- 
sity is given by [Ref. 22, Appendix C (corrected)] 

pl(x,tl *> =zexp( -x2/4Dt) [4 (x/$iZi+A._ $75) 

-4 (xi %/=+A+ Jm I, (4.la) 

p,(*,tl *I = [A+4 (A- m, -A-d (A, ,/%)]/A. 
(4.lb) 

Here&t(+A)/2, A=(KF--~DK~)~‘~, and 

f$(z> =exp($)erfc(z), (4.2) 

where erfc is the complementary error function. The nota- 
tion (*.. 1 ) t d f * s an s or an initially bound state. Equation 
(4. la) describes an initially bound particle which is re- 
leased, while Eq. (4. lb) gives the probability of it remain- 
ing bound. 

When a particle is initially unbound and placed at a 
distance x0 from the binding site, the following expressions 
hold:32 

Pl(x~tlxo)=(4~~t)-“2(exp[ -(x-xo)2/4Dt] +exp[ -(x+xo)2/4~tl) 

+& exP[ - (x+xo)2~4wC~-4d (x+x0)/ j/zE+n- JGE] --/I+$[ (x+xo)/m+/z+ JtTo]}, 
(4.3a) 

(4.3b) 

I 

Note how the last equation is related to Eq. (4.la) by 
detailed balancing, namely 

KdP1(*,tIZ) =KrP,(Z,tl*). (4.4) 

For any given initial location, the above equations describe 
the probability, p1 (*,At), that the particle is bound after 
time At as well as the probability density, p, (x,At), for it to 
be unbound and located a distance x from the binding site. 

Given the exact solution in the presence of a reversible 
binding site, the endpoint of the stochastic trajectory is 
found by comparing a uniformly distributed random num- 
ber, 0 <c < 1, with the integral of the exact solution. If 
6 < pl (*,At), the particle ends up in the trap, whereas if 
i > j;(*,At), it ends up being unbound. In the latter case, 
its final distance from the trap, x6, is found from 

t---P, (*At) = (4.5) 
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This is a generalization of the well-known procedure34 for 
selecting a random number out of a given distribution 
function (the Gaussly distributed random number is a spe- 
cial case). It is applied here for a distribution function 
which has both a discrete part, p1 (*,At), and a continuous 
part, p1 (x,At). These two parts of the distribution are con- 
nected by the normalization condition 

p,(*,At)=l- 
s 

om p1 (x&Mx, 

obtained as the N= 1 limit of &. (2.3). If x,, is compa- 
rable with L/2, then a g which is close to unity might 
generate a final coordinate x5> L. In such a case one re- 
flects the endpoint at the outer boundary to obtain 
x=2L-x, as the actual endpoint of the trajectory. In ad- 
dition, one works under conditions that x,,( L/2, see the 
following. 

Integrating the one-particle density function, Eqs. 
(4.la) and (4.3a), as required by Eq. (4.5) is time con- 
suming because the analytic solution involves error func- 
tions, which are slow to compute. It is far better to pre- 
tabulate the integrals as look-up tables and utilize them 
throughout. The construction of the look-up tables is ex- 
plained later. 

B. Technical details 

7. Parameters 

We choose distance and time units in which D= 1 and 
K,= 1. Since D has units of distance squared over time and 
K, has units of distance over time, this procedure is equiv- 
alent to changing to the dimensionless coordinates K,x/D 
and 4 t/D but spares us the introduction of additional 
notation. In these units, the length of the diffusion interval 
is L and the maximal time is tm. The dissociation rate 
coefficient, K~, is varied. There are N diffusing particles, 
each making n time steps of size At, such that nAt= tmax. 
The concentration is defined as c=N/L. We determine 
that the system has reached the thermodynamic limit by 
increasing N and L (the system’s size) for fixed c until the 
binding probability is independent of the system size over 
the whole time interval t,,: . We find (see Sec. V) that the 
thermodynamic limit is achieved for L> lO( fmax) 1’2. 

2. The reversible trap radius x,, 
The interval [0, L] is divided into two at a point 

X rev : In the segment [0,x,,] one assumes that Eqs. 
(4.la)-(4.3b) hold, namely, one has diffusion on a semi- 
infinite interval with the back-reaction boundary condition 
imposed at x = 0. In the interval [x,, , L] one assumes free 
diffusion with a reflecting boundary at x=L. Thus, if a 
calculated endpoint turns out to be larger than L it is 
reflected back into the interval. Specifically, an endpoint 
L-+6 is replaced by L--S. 

In order to avoid the situation where a particle initially 
in [O,xJ crosses the right boundary, we require that 
x,,( L/2. Since x,,, increases with At, this limits the size 
of the time step, see the following. For a given At, accu- 
racy requires large x,, while computation speed increases 
for smaller x,, . This is due to the fact that propagating 
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free diffusion is considerably faster than using the look-up 
procedure described below. As a compromise between 
speed and accuracy we have set x,, z 10 @. 

3. The time step At 

We present an algorithm in which very large time steps 
may be utilized. By definition, At is the time interval dur- 
ing which every particle makes on the average one move. 
Thus the calculation of a single time step involves N ele- 
mentary moves. Two considerations limit the size of 
At: The first is important for simulating the short-time 
behavior while the second is important for the long-time 
behavior. 

(i),Short simulations. Due to the inherent approxima- 
tion that particles are static for time intervals of order At, 
our calculation is inaccurate for short times but converges 
to the correct result after just a few time steps (see Sec. V) . 
Since due to the computer time required for constructing 
the lookup tables it is unpractical to vary At dynamically, 
one has to choose At smaller than the shortest time of 
interest. 

(ii)Long simulations. Since we take at most one of 
the boundary conditions into account for any elementary 
move, the probability of crossing more than half the inter- 
val in one step should be practically zero. Since x,,, mea- 
sures the distance from which a particle may reach x=0 
during the time interval At, we require that x,,( L/2. 

In the presence of a potential, At will be further re- 
stricted. Such restrictions do not apply for the present sim- 
ulation. 

4. The look-up tables 

A particle close to the reversible binding site is prop- 
agated according to Eq. (4.5), which requires integrating 
the analytic solution of Eqs. (4.la)-(4.3b) for t=At and 
x0 being the position of the chosen particle prior to its 
move. Since the analytical solution involves exponentials 
and error functions, performing an integral every time step 
would be extremely time consuming. The usual way 
around this problem is to precalculate all required integrals 
and store the data in memory as look-up tables. This may 
lead to memory limitations for more complex problems, 
but in the present case we are far from this limit. 

Since the procedure utilizes the integral, Eq. (4.5), for 
every value of the initial and final coordinates (x0 and x, 
respectively), it might seem that we have to store a matrix 
rather than an array of integrals. A closer look at Eq. 
(4.3a) reveals that it only involves functions of x&x0. 
Since 

J- ;’ f( x*x,)dx= 
f 

-Q-*x0 
f(z)& 

A-% 

it is clear that one needs to store only one array of inte- 
grals. The desired integral for a given x0 is then obtained by 
subtracting the two corresponding values. 
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More specifically, the value of p1 (*,At I*) and the fol- 
lowing four functions, calculated over a predefined grid of 
z values, are stored in memory. These functions are 

fl(z) = j-;/q (z’,AtI *)dz’, (4.7a) 

(4.7b) 

f3 (z) = (4At) -1’2 erf [ (4At) - l/2 Z] , (4.7c) 

f,(Z) =&I,’ exp( -~‘~/4At) L-4 
[ ($G+-) 

-A+4 ( &+A+ $f)]dzC (4.7d) 

Note that for K~ > 0.25 the parameter A becomes imagi- 
nary, in which case we use an imaginary error-function 
routine to evaluate 4, Eq. (4.2). Evidently, the imaginary 
part cancels out in the subtraction, so that the probability 
densities in Eqs. (4.la)-(4.3b) are always real. 

The grid size in z is chosen such that Az/x,, < E. For 
obtaining accurate results we choose E in the range 10P2- 
10m3. The number of grid points differs for the four func- 
tions. Given that O< x0 <x,, , xC may be larger than x,, . 
We find it sufficient to take 0~ xs <2 x,, . As a result, f 1 
and f2 have to be evaluated in the range [O,xreV], f 3 is 
evaluated in [ -xreV,3 x,,] while f4 is tabulated for the 
range [0,3 x,]. We typically find that in replacing the up- 
per limit of the integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.6) 
by the above upper limits for the functions fj(z), equality 
is maintained to within the numerical accuracy of our 
double-precision computation. 

5. The lookup procedure 

Look-up tables are used whenever the chosen particle 
is either bound or located within the interval [0,x,,,]. Hav- 
ing picked a particle and a uniformly distributed random 
number 0 < 6 < 1, its final coordinate, xf, at time t+ At is 
determined as follows. 

If the particle is trapped and 6 < p1 (*,At I *), the par- 
ticle remains trapped. Otherwise it is moved to x5 which is 
determined from 

l-P,(*&[*)= f,(x$. (4.8) 

If the particle is free (but O<xo<x,,), the trap vacant 
and 5 < f2(xo), the particle is moved to the trap. Other- 
wise, xf is determined from 
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FIG. 1. Comparison of Brownian simulations (open circles) with direct 
propagation (lines) of reversible competitive binding of N= l-3 particles 
on a line segment of length L = 50 and two values of Q. In all of our 
calculations D= 1 and K~= 1. 

C--f2 (x0) = s ;‘~,WtIx,)dx 

=f3(xs+xo) +f3cq-xo) +f4(x.g+xo) --j-4(x0). 

(4.9) 
In practice, the look-up tables are scanned until the 

appropriate equality (4.8) or (4.9) is satisfied. This search 
is facilitated by the fact that all the functions fi(Z) are 
monotonic in z. The interval doubling method is utilized 
for speeding up this search. 

V. RESULTS 

In the present investigation, we compare Brownian dy- 
namics against direct propagation of l-3 particles, investi- 
gate the choice of the time step, At, compare the speed of 
the algorithm with lattice random-walk simulations, dem- 
onstrate the ability to simulate to extremely long times and 
generate preliminary data pertaining to the concentration 
dependence of the asymptotic behavior of the binding 
probability. The kinetic parameters coincide with those in 
previous lattice random walk simulations’3 except that re- 
flecting rather than periodic boundary conditions are im- 
posed at the outer boundary, x= L. All N particles are 
initially randomly distributed in [0, L] and the binding site 
is empty. 
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FIG. 2. Brownian simulation of the approach to equilibrium at low par- 
ticle concentration. The simulated system approaches the thermodynamic 
limit with increasing size. The number of particles, N, is indicated. For 
N= 1 we have L=50. L increases with N to maintain c=O.O2. All sim- 
ulations involve approximately lo5 Brownian trajectories (points), except 
the cases of N=20 and 50, where lo6 Brownian trajectories have been 
performed. The dashed line is the long-tune behavior predicted from 
mean-field theories, Eq. ( 5.4b). Direct propagation calculations for 1 and 
2 particles are shown as bold lines. 

A. Comparison with direct propagation results 

Figure 1 shows the binding probability, qN( t 1 uni), for 
N= l-3 particles on an interval of length L = 50 and two 
different values of Kd . The solid lines are direct propagation 
results, see Sec. III, calculated to 10 digit accuracy with 
zero statistical noise. The grid, constructed with AX= 1, 
contains 51N grid points. Due to its finite size, the numer- 
ical solution might deviate slightly from the exact solution 
of the spatially continuous Eqs. (2.4)-( 2.9). For N= 3 it is 
difhcult to decrease AX much further due to memory re- 
quirements. 

The open circles in Fig. 1 represent the Brownian sim- 
ulation results involving approximately lo5 simulations 
each. Note that for Kd= 1, a complex error-function routine 
has to be used to evaluate 4(z), IQ. (4.2). Nevertheless, 
the case of Kd= 1 is easier computationally, since approach 
to equilibrium is approximately an order of magnitude 
faster as compared with Kd=O. 1. 

In general, the approach to equilibrium depends on the 
dimensionless parameter cK, , where 

&=K,/Kd, (5.1) 

is the (recombination) equilibrium constant. The ultimate 
value of the binding probability is given by2*‘2 

qd 00 > =cK, I( 1 +cK,) (5.2) 

and is independent of the initial distribution. The larger 
c&, , the larger the binding probability, the “tougher” the 
competition effects. Thus the computation with the largest 
value of cK, is the most demanding. 

To obtain good agreement with the direct propagation 
data over the whole time regime two simulations are su- 
perimposed for every value of N. One with a small At 
value and the other with a large time step value. The sim- 
ulation with the smaller At value is more accurate at short 
times. At intermediate times it coincides with the simula- 

tion employing large At. Thus, for simulating to long 
times, large time steps can be employed. This is corrobo- 
rated by Fig. 2, which compares the deviation from equi- 
librium, Aq=qN( CO > -qN( t 1 uni), obtained by the two 
computational methods over an extended time window for 
one and two particles. Considerable computer time is saved 
by simulating the long-time behavior with large time steps. 
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B. The long-time behavior 

7. Theoretical predictions 

The asymptotic approach to equilibrium is most 
strongly affected by the many-body nature of the reversible 
reaction under investigation. Analytical expressions for the 
long-time behavior have been derived in the thermody- 
namic limit, when N and L tend to infinity while keeping 
crN/L constant. In the limit, the uniform (random) dis- 
tribution becomes the “equilibrium” distribution, denoted 
by (... ( eq) . For a one-dimensional geminate recombination 
(N= 1, hence, c=O) on an infinitely long line, one can 
show that22*2 

q(t)- &J&=, (5.3) 

where q(t) is the thermodynamic limit of qN( t) . For finite 
concentrations, this result can be extended using a mean- 
field approach.617 For a small deviation from equilibrium 
this superposition approximation (SA) reads [Ref. 7, Eq. 
(5.1611 

Aq(t) Kec, 1 
--l+cK,m’ &i(O) (5.4a) 

where Aq( t) =q( 00 ) -q(t). In the geminate case with an 
initially bound particle, Eq. (5.4a) reduces to (5.3) be- 
cause q(0) = 1 and q( CO ) =O. For an initial equilibrium 
distribution of particles outside the trap, q(0 1 eq) =0, 
while q( CO ) is given by Eq. (5.2). Thus one obtains 

cK& 1 
4( 03 1 -dtleq) - u+cGq)2JE’ 

(5.4b) 

This linearized SA coincides with the asymptotic behavior 
of the nonlinear SA for small c. With previous simulation 
methods, it has been difficult to check this result under 
“tough” competition conditions (large cK,). We have ap- 
plied the Brownian dynamics algorithm to this problem 
using tman which is up to 200 times larger than in previous 
random-walk simulations.6P13 

2. Simulation results 

We have simulated the long-time approach to equilib- 
rium for KdcO.1 and two values of c. Figure 2 shows the 
deviation from equilibrium for low concentrations, 
c=O.O2, while Fig. 3 shows results for c=O.2. To obtain 
the asymptotic behavior, we simulate to very long times 
(t-). The largest value of t,, shown in the figures is 
about 6X 104, as compared with a value of 500 in Ref. 13. 

The figures demonstrate the effect of various parame- 
ters pertaining to the accuracy of the calculation. 
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FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 at a higher concentration. The three simulations 
are (A) N=20, At=20, 10s simulations; (0) N=lCQ, At=lOO, 10’ 
simulations; (line) N= 500, At= 500, lo6 simulations. Dashed line is Eq. 
(5.4b). Bold line is best linear fit to the long time decay of the 500-particle 
data set. 

(i) Efict of the time step. At both concentrations the 
simulation involving the largest number of particles (N 
= 50 and 500 for c=O.O2 and 0.2, respectively), uses the 
largest time step, At=500. In both cases the data con- 
verges to that of simulations using shorter time steps at 
tz 3At. 

(ii) Efict of the number of trajectories. Increasing 
the number of trajectories reduces the statistical noise, as 
seen from comparing the N = 100 and N = 500 data sets in 
Fig. 3. The first involves about lo5 Brownian trajectories, 
while for N= 500 we have increased the number of trajec- 
tories to 106. Since At= 500 while the number of time steps 
is n = 100, the latter simulation involves lo6 X 500 X 100 = 5 
X 10” individual particle moves. 

(iii) Efict of the system size. Both figures demon- 
strate the approach to the thermodynamic limit with in- 
creasing system size. For the chosen value of tmax, the 
largest simulations (N=50 and 500 for c=O.O2 and 0.2, 
respectively) are very close to this limit. Both involve dif- 
fusion in an interval of length L = 2500. 

The asymptotic behavior of Eq. (5.4b) is shown by the 
dashed lines in Figs. 2 and 3. Previous studies6”3 have only 
estimated the asymptotic slope, while the dashed line de- 
picts also the theoretical preexponent, see Eq. (5.4b). 
From comparison of the two figures, it is clear that the 
deviations from the mean-field predictions of Eq. (5.4b) 
increase with increasing concentration. However, at both 
concentrations the decay is still a power law, AP. While 
the deviation of the preexponent, A, from the value given in 
Eq. (5.4b) is obvious, it is much more difficult to decide 
whether a deviates from its theoretical 0.5 value. This is 
due to the combined effects of the statistical noise and the 
outer boundary condition imposed on the simulations. To 
the best of our judgement, (r=O.5310.03 for c=O.O2 and 
it increases to 0.58rtO.05 for c=O.2. Thus, if indeed CY 
increases with c, the effect is rather mild in the concentra- 
tion range investigated. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

A many-particle Brownian dynamics algorithm has 
been developed for simulating reversible chemical reactions 
in one dimension. As opposed to lattice random walks, an 
elementary particle move is continuous in space and may 
involve a very large time step. This results in considerable 
speedup of the simulation without loss in accuracy, making 
long simulations feasible. Such long simulations are re- 
quired in studying the asymptotic approach to equilibrium, 
the exact form of which is dependent on the convoluted 
and correlated motion of the many particles in the simu- 
lated system. 

Preliminary test of the long-time behavior for compet- 
itive reversible binding in one dimension indicates that the 
mean-field prediction for the asymptotic approach to equi- 
librium is obeyed at low concentrations but breaks down at 
higher concentrations. This is not surprising for a theory’ 
based on truncation of an infinite hierarchy at the pair 
distribution level. The question remains whether the effect 
is only on the preexponent or on both preexponent and 
asymptotic power. More extensive simulations are under 
progress to map the concentration dependence of the com- 
plete time dependence and compare it with experimental 
findings2’ Extension of the Brownian dynamics algo- 
rithm to three dimensions (with particle interactions) 
could ultimately provide a realistic description of reversible 
bimolecular chemical reactions in solution. 
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